This paper presents an adaptive Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) for the path tracking control of a fixed-wing unmanned aircraft. The objective is to minimize the mean and maximum error between the reference trajectory and the UAV. Navigating in a cluttered environment requires accurate tracking. However linear controllers cannot provide good tracking performance due to nonlinearities that arise in the system dynamics and physical limitations such as actuator saturation and state constraints. NMPC provides an alternative since it can combine multiple objectives and constraints which minimize the objective function. However, computational complexity is a major barrier to the real time implementation of the NMPC. An indirect approach which uses gradient descent methods can speed up the optimization but it is difficult to specify a proper termination condition of the optimization. If a decreasing cost metric is used, it can cause control input oscillations. We propose a new optimization termination metric which can remove the control input oscillations. This can be achieved by adding the actuator slew limit to the optimization termination requirement in addition to the cost monotonocity. In addition, we propose an adaptive NMPC which varies the control horizon according to the path curvature profile for tight tracking. Simulation results show that the proposed optimization algorithm can remove control input oscillations and track the trajectory more accurately than the conventional fixed horizon NMPC.
I. Introduction
Research into higher autonomy and online decision making capabilities of UAVs have received wide interest in recent years. One of the key research areas is to address the ability to navigate through an unknown environment with low altitude for civil and commercial application such as environmental monitoring, forest fire monitoring, border patrol, aerial surveillance and mapping, traffic monitoring, precision agriculture, disaster relief, and rural search and rescue missions.
1 To achieve this autonomy, the UAV must have the capabilities of map building, on-line path planning and accurate guidance control. This paper focuses on guidance control algorithms combining global path planning and local obstacle avoidance.
In UAV path planning, computational complexity is the most important requirement since path planning has to react fast due to high vehicle dynamics. The deterministic and complete algorithms do not provide an adequate solution for real-time UAV path planning since the computational time grows exponentially with the dimension of the configuration space. Recently, sampling-based motion planning has gained much interest as an alternative to complete motion planning methods. Among them, Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) have been demonstrated successfully autonomous navigation in unknown environments.
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The results show that RRT path planner is fast enough to satisfy the tight timing constraint need for fast navigation. In this paper, an RRT path planner is used to generate a collision-free path.
UAVs operating in cluttered environments require accurate guidance control. If the tracking error increases, the possibility of collision also increases. Various trajectory tracking controllers have been developed but linear controllers cannot offer good tracking performance for non-holonomic robot complex maneuvers 5 and it cannot handle physical limitations of real systems such as state constraints and control input saturation.
In this research, the nonlinear model predictive controller is adapted as a guidance controller to improve the tracking performance of a UAV for complex trajectories, which takes into account nonlinear system dynamics and the inherent physical constraints such as control input saturation and state constraints. The model predictive control algorithm computes control inputs through online optimization of a finite horizon by employing a nominal system model to predict and optimize the response. The computed control is applied to the actual system in a feedforward manner over a specified time interval, usually the first computed control is applied to the actual system, followed by a re-computation of the finite horizon optimization problem incorporating current state of the actual system. Recursively re-solving the finite horizon optimization problem in this manner provides a form of closed-loop feedback for the MPC algorithm by incorporating current actual state measurements for computing current feedforward inputs. 6 However, the main obstacle in the real time implementation of the NMPC for an UAV operating in a high dynamic environment is the computational complexity. Sutton et al proposed a computationally efficient algorithm which uses the indirect method of Lagrange multipliers to optimize the constrained cost function to a submarine system. 7 After their initial work this method was applied to the other dynamic systems such as helicopters, 8 fixed-wing aircraft 9 and mobile robots.
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Even though this gradient descent method speeds up the computation, there is no proper termination condition of the optimization. Currently, the only technique is the decreasing cost metric. If only this metric is applied, it can cause a control input oscillation 7-10 which prevents real system implementation. To remove this control input oscillation, we propose a new measure to finish the optimization algorithm. The slew limit of the control input, satisfying the actuator dynamics, is added into the decreasing cost metric. Due to the the rate limit of the control input measure in the optimization algorithm, the control input oscillation can be removed.
Furthermore, we propose an adaptive NMPC algorithm which varies the control horizon according to the path curvature profile for tight tracking. If the reference path is smooth, a smaller planning horizon is better than a larger planning horizon since it can reduce computational constraint and can achieve better tracking accuracy. However if there exists a violation of the maximum curvature constraint, a small planning horizon can cause a control input saturation. The saturation can be reduced or removed by increasing the planning horizon but it increases the average tracking error on the contrary due to the increase of the corner cut. Instead of using fixed planning horizon, we change the horizon based on the curvature profile if there exists a violation of the maximum curvature constraint.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the fixed-wing UAV dynamics and the RRT path planning is presented in section III. Section IV presents the nonlinear model predictive control and the gradient descent based numerical solution is described in section V. Section VI presents an adaptive nonlinear nonlinear model predictive control algorithm and simulations are shown in section VII, and the conclusions are presented thereafter.
II. Kinematic Model of the Fixed-wing UAV
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) flight management system such Piccolo avionics 11 provides autopilot features which decouple the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of the UAV. Moreover these autopilots solution provides simple and robust low level control. We consider only lateral control in this paper assuming that the Piccolo unit can control at constant velocity and altitude of the UAV. With this assumption, the UAV dynamics in the lateral direction are modelled as the following first order equation:
where (x, y) represents the position of the UAV, V denotes the velocity of the UAV, and ψ is the orientation of the UAV and u is a control input. There exists a heading rate limits which constrains the UAV dynamics.
The dynamics of the UAV in discrete time are as follows:
where ∆T represents the discrete time step. These discrete dynamics are denoted in short by:
where
III. Path Planning in Cluttered Environment
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) have demonstrated successfully autonomous navigation in unknown environments.
1-4 RRT algorithm operates as follows. First, a position x rand is chosen at random from within the workspace, and this point is compared with existing tree nodes to find the closest point in the tree, x near . A line is drawn connecting x near to x rand , and a new point x new is generated along this ray at a fixed distance d from x near . If there is no collision on the interval between x near and x new , the latter is added to the tree. Figure 1 (a) shows the path planning result of RRT algorithm. The thin lines are all trees generated by the algorithm and the thick line is the shortest path which connects the starting point and the target point.
Even though RRT is an effective and computationally efficient tool for complex online motion planning, the solution is far from optimal due to its random exploration of the space. We use a simple but quite efficient method which can quickly find a path that eliminates most extraneous nodes. Assume the original path of nodes from start to goal point be denoted {x 1 , . . . , x N }, such that x N is the goal location. Let the pruned path be initially an empty set, and let j = N . The pruning operation is as follows. First add x j to the pruned path. Then for each i ∈ [1..j − 1], check the line between (x i , x j ) for a collision, stopping on the first x i without collision. Let j = i, add x j to the pruned path, and repeat the process until a complete path is generated. This method can eliminate unnecessary waypoints within in a short time. Figure 1 (b) shows the result of path pruning algorithm applied to the initial RRT path. The path has 45 nodes between starting and target point initially but the number of nodes is reduced to only 3 after the redundant waypoints are pruned.
However this path is piecewise linear and not suitable for a UAV with kinematic and dynamic constraints. This polygonal path is smoothed by using cubic Bézier spiral curves to generate a continuous curvature path that satisfies the minimum radius of curvature constraint of UAV. The smoothed path is shown in Figure 1 (c) and Figure 1 (d) shows the curvature of this path. Readers interested in the above path planning and smoothing algorithm can refer to the reference.
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IV. Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
Consider the nonlinear discrete-time system
where x(k) ∈ R n is the state, u(k) ∈ R m is the input and f is the system's equation. The state and control vectors are subject to constraints of the form
The purpose of the NMPC is to find control inputs by repeatedly solving finite horizon online optimization employing a nominal system model under state and control constraints.
The objective function has the following form:
6. The arctan is a saturation funtion for large curvature efforts where both reference point and the vehicle slow down significantly.
The above equation takes into account all curvature (thus also direction) changes along the reference path up to the current reference point. If the curvature effort is χ(ρ) = 0 then the vehicle is moving along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight or circular path segment, and it may proceed at maximum speed provided other constraints are satisfied. (Path Planning where Ψ N (x(N )) is the terminal cost which penalizes the tracking error between the reference states (x d (N ) and the UAV states (x(N )) at the final horizon step having the following quadratic form:
and L(x(k), u(k)) is a running cost which includes several penalty functions for path tracking, control effort, state constraint, obstacle avoidance and collision avoidance.
Here L pt is a path tracking performance term which penalizes the tracking error until N − 1 prediction step, L ce is a control effort term which penalizes large use of the control input, L sc is a state constraint term which penalizes the violation of the state limit, L ob is a local collision avoidance term which generates a repulsive action based on the closest point from obstacles, and L ca is a collision avoidance term which penalizes the collision among agents. x sat represents a state saturation, n x is the number of states, and | · | represents a absolute value. The weighting matrix P, Q, R are positive diagonal matrix and K ob , σ ob , K ca , σ ca are positive scalar values and S i is a following diagonal matrix.
where K sc and α i are positive scalar values. In our application, the global path planner generates a collision free path. However if the path planner fails to generate a safe path or if a new obstacle pops up which does not give enough time to replan the path, UAV results in the collision. The L ob functionality is served as a stability augmentation which works in unexpected situations. In an environment fills with a lot of obstacles, estimation of all repulsive forces between the UAV and obstacles would be computationally intensive. An alternative would be, only the closet point is considered. L ca is included for multiple UAV cooperation. Because it requires a lot of time to generate all agent's paths in the centralized manner, it is better to plan the path in the decentralized manner. In this case, the collision among agents can not be guaranteed because each path planner generates a path based on the current obstacle information and current agents location. If the motion of each agent are perfectly predictable, it is possible to generate a path which avoids collision among agents but it is impossible to know all future motion of other agents. Therefore each agent must has the built-in collision avoidance functionality which generates a repulsive potential to avoid them. Even though only the closest point from the obstacle is considered in the obstacle avoidance case, current locations of all agents must be considered in the collision avoidance case since it is not possible to predict the motion of all agents.
Input constraints are implemented by projecting each u k onto the constraint set. If the search step takes a particular input beyond the constraint set, this input becomes the value at which the constraint is crossed. State constraints are incorporated approximately by including penalty function which increase rapidly near (|x(i)| ≈x sat (i) − α i ) and outside (|x(i) > |x sat (i)) the constraint set because it is computationally expensive to strictly implement this constraints due to the requiring the piecing together of constrained and unconstrained segments. 
V. Gradient Descent Numerical Solution
In order to solve the NMPC optimization problem, a sequence of Lagrange multiplier vectors {λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ N } are introduced.
By defining a Hamiltonian as
the cost function (7) has a following form.
By taking the partial derivative of J with respect to x(N ), x(i), u(i) and choose the following multipliers
dJ has the following value
It is difficult to find optimal control u * (i) analytically so a numerical method is used to solve this problem. Sutton et al 7 suggested the following numerical optimization process.
1. Propagate the states using candidate control input sequence.
2. Compute λ N and propagate backwardly to compute λ i using (15) 3. Calculate ∂Hi ∂u(i) using (17) 4. Update u(i) by moving a distance (∆ d ) along the gradient vector from control input
5. Repeat the process with the new input sequence to the desired accuracy By definition, the optimal control u * (k) makes the performance criterion J a local minimum if
However if this metric is used as a condition for the termination of the optimization algorithm, it can result in a control input oscillations. 5, 8, 9 Even though the tracking algorithm performs well in simulation environment, the same performance cannot be guaranteed in real-time environment since the actuator can not track this control input accurately due to the violation of the rate limit. Even if the actuator is able to track this input, the oscillatory response of the control input causes wear on the actuators and increases the vibration load on the UAV.
To remove this control input oscillations, we propose new measures for the optimization algorithm. Since actual realizable controls include magnitude and rate change limitations, we add the rate change limitations as another condition for the termination of the optimization. The magnitude limitations are already enforced in the NMPC optimization algorithm by projecting the control inputs into the constraint set.
The following is the proposed condition for the termination of the optimization:
where ∆T is the discrete time step and is the actuator slew limit. This new metric combines the cost monotonicity and the slew limit of the control input. Due to the rate limit of the control input measure in the optimization algorithm, the control input oscillation can be removed. In our applications, only the first control input is considered instead of checking all control inputs because only the first input is applied to the system.
VI. Adaptive Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
The reference path of the NMPC is often a straight line when it is used for trajectory generation in cluttered environment 13 or some UAV applications, such as surveillance or border patrol. 9 In this case, it is better to use a large size optimization horizon. Larger prediction horizon gives more damping to the tracking controller reducing the overshoot of the UAV response when there are sharp changes of the path such as the joints of the linear path. However, the computational cost required for the optimization grows with the size of the optimization horizon, the prediction horizon size is limited in real-time application. In our application, the global path planner generates a smooth path which ensure the curvature continuity. In this case, a large prediction horizon is not a good choice. If a larger control horizon is applied to this path, the error will be increased due to the increase of the corner cut. Therefore it is better to use a small prediction horizon to the smooth path for tight tracking. Moreover, small prediction horizons can reduce the run time of the optimization. However if there exist a violation of the maximum curvature constraint, the control saturation is inevitable. In this case, small control horizon causes a large overshoot which increasing the tracking error. The saturation can be reduced or removed by increasing the planning horizon but it increases the average tracking error on the contrary due to the severe corner cut.
To solve this problem, an adaptive NMPC algorithm is proposed. The prediction horizon varies based on the curvature profile if there exists a violation of the maximum curvature constraint. If there is no violation of this constraint, the fixed planning horizon is used. The control horizon is decided based on the following rule:
where N p is control horizon, κ u is an unsigned curvature of the path, A is the amplification gain of the curvature, B is the threshold control horizon and Round rounds the elements inside the parenthesis value. In the adaptive NMPC, the curvature of the path must be continuous. If there exists curvature discontinuity, the control horizon will be changed abruptly between the discontinuous curvature path segments which cause a sharp change of the control input.
VII. Simulations
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the adaptive nonlinear model predictive tracking controller in different scenarios. First, the proposed optimization termination condition is presented by comparing with the cost monotonicity condition case. Second, the tracking performance of the adaptive NMPC is presented. Finally, the obstacle avoidance capability is tested.
In this simulation, the UAV flies at a speed of 20m/s velocity and the controller update rate is set to 10Hz. The yaw angle rate is restricted to ±0.2 rad/sec. Figure 2 shows the reference path and its curvature generated by RRT path planner. The path consists of 13 segments and the curvature is continuous throughout the generated path as can be seen in Figure 2 (b) . The squares represent the junction of each path segment.
A. NMPC Path Tracking
Two NMPC tracking controllers are applied to follow the generated path. First, the NMPC is applied with the cost monotonicity optimization termination condition. As seen in Figure 3 (b) (upper) , the results show that there is control input oscillations similar to previous works, 5, 8, 9 because this method stops the slow down significantly.
The above equation takes into account all curvature (thus also direction) changes along the reference path up to the current reference point. If the curvature effort is χ(ρ) = 0 then the vehicle is moving along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight or circular path segment, and it may proceed at maximum speed provided other constraints are satisfied. (Path Planning The above equation takes into account all curvature (thus also direction) changes along the reference path up to the current reference point. If the curvature effort is χ(ρ) = 0 then the vehicle is moving along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight or circular path segment, and it may proceed at maximum speed provided other constraints are satisfied. (Path Planning There is almost no difference in the path following performance between two methods. However the proposed algorithm remove the control input oscillation but it exists in the original algorithm optimization process once the cost value decreases. The second simulation is conducted using the proposed method which has the cost monotonicity and the slew limit of the control input as a new metric for the termination of the optimization. In this case, there is no oscillation of the control input as can be seen in Figure 3 (b) (lower) .
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a more complicated path is applied to the NMPC path tracking controller. Figure 4 (a) shows the path tracking result. The reference path and the flight path look identical since the error is very small. Figure 4 (b) represents the curvature of the path. From this figure we can see that this path consists of 20 segments and has a complicated curvature profile. Figure 4 (c) is the control input computed by the NMPC. The shape of the control input, including the width and magnitude, is nearly the same shape as the curvature. Even though the path has a complicated shape with high varying curvature, there is no control input oscillation. Figure 4 (d) shows the path tracking error. The shape of the error also has a similar profile to the curvature except the sign since it is a norm of tracking error.
We can conclude that the proposed method removes the control input oscillations and shows very accurate tracking performance.
B. Adaptive NMPC Path Tracking
Simulations are made to compare the performance between the fixed horizon NMPC and the adaptive NMPC. First, the reference path in Figure 2 is down scaled. Figure 5 shows the downsized path and its curvature. Even though the shape of the reference path is the same, the curvature values are increased. Since the UAV flies with 20m/s velocity and the maximum heading rate is 0.2rad/sec, the maximum curvature which the UAV can follow is κ max =ψ max /V = 0.01. This constraint is violated where the length of the reference path is around 700m which is located in the 11th and 12th path segment. To compare the tracking performance between the fixed horizon NMPC and the adaptive NMPC, three fixed horizon NMPC which have N p = 10, N p = 15 and N p = 20 prediction steps and the adaptive NMPC which varies the prediction step from N p = 10 to N p = 15 is implemented.
The flight paths are not presented in here since they can not show the clear difference among them. Figure 6 shows the control input of the fixed horizon NMPC and the adaptive NMPC. The shape of the control input is similar to the curvature profile in the N p = 20 and N p = 15 cases before saturation occurs. However there are distortions of the control input shapes in the N p = 10 and the adaptive NMPC cases at the crest of each peak. For example, the control inputs have the first peak at 5 seconds in the N p = 20 and N p = 15 cases but a peak exists at 4 second in the N p = 10 and the adaptive NMPC cases and a little overshoot which deforms the shape of the control input compared with the curvature profile.
Since the small prediction step NMPC has a short lookahead distance, there is a little damping in the tracking system. Therefore there exists an overshoot at each crest. If the change of the curvature is small at the peak area, the overshoot occurs before reaching the peak point such as the second and the third crest whereas if the change is steep, the overshoot occurs after the peak such as in 4th and 6th crest cases. These overshoots do not increase the tracking error but improve the tracking performance compared with the large horizon NMPC. However this is not the case if the saturation occurs. There exists saturation between 34 seconds and 37 seconds. The duration of the saturation decreases with the increase of the prediction step. Also, there is a large overshoot in the N p = 10 case but there is no overshoot in the N p = 20 case when entering the straight line segment.
To follow the path accurately, the control input must have a similar shape to the curvature even though minor differences can be acceptable for tight tracking. In that sense, if the control input deviates much from zero when it flies the curvature zero path, it can cause a large tracking error because it must be zero in ideal situations. We can confirm this from Figure 7 . From the curvature profile in Figure 5 . (b), we can see that the peak curvature exists around 700m. It takes about 35 seconds to reach this point since the UAV flies with 20m/s velocity. The maximum tracking error exists around 35 seconds in the N p = 20 and N p = 15 cases whereas the error is still small in the N p = 10 case at this time. However the tracking error is reduced in the N p = 20 and N p = 15 cases as the curvature decreases but the tracking error of the N p = 10 case rapidly increases and has its peak around 38 second. This large error cause a large overshoot when the UAV enters the straight line. Since there is no overshoot in the N p = 20 case, the tracking error monotonically decreases after 35 seconds. However due to the existence small overshoot in the N p = 15 case, there is a another small crest in error shape. 6. The arctan is a saturation funtion for large curvature efforts where both reference point and the vehicle slow down significantly.
The above equation takes into account all curvature (thus also direction) changes along the reference path up to the current reference point. If the curvature effort is χ(ρ) = 0 then the vehicle is moving along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight or circular path segment, and it may proceed at maximum speed provided other constraints are satisfied. Adaptive NMPC has a good property which exists in both the small prediction and the large prediction NMPC. Before the UAV enters the path segment which violates the maximum curvature constraint, the adaptive NMPC uses a small prediction step to track the path accurately. However when the UAV enters this violated segment, it changes the prediction step according to the suggested rule (N p = Round (A·κ u +B)). In this simulation, B=10 is used as a basic prediction step and A=450 which makes the maximum horizon 15.
The error of the adaptive NMPC has a same profile as the N p = 10 case until 32 seconds. However if the UAV enters the violated path, the error increases until 35 seconds which is similar to the N p = 20 and N p = 15 cases. Since there is a slightly larger overshoot than the N p = 15 case, the tracking error is larger than the N p = 15 case when overshoot occurs. The adaptive NMPC distributes control resources to reduce the maximum tracking error. When the tracking performance is compared between the adaptive NMPC and the worst case among 3 fixed horizon NMPC, the average error is reduced to 80% compared to the N p = 20 case and the maximum error also reduced to 70% compared to the N p = 10 or the N p = 20 cases.
When the tracking performance is compared between the adaptive NMPC and the best case among 3 fixed horizon NMPC, the average error is reduced 53% compared to the N p = 10 case and the maximum error also reduced 40% compared to the N p = 15 case. In this simulation, we place obstacles on the reference path to evaluate the obstacle avoidance performance of the NMPC. Figure 8 shows obstacle avoidance performance in the straight line path. The flight path shows that the UAV successfully avoids obstacles that exist on the path. Figure 9 shows obstacle avoidance performance in the smooth path. Initially the heading is misaligned to check the robustness about erroneous signal. The UAV can return to the path without overshoot and it can also avoid the obstacle and return to the reference path smoothly. 6 . The arctan is a saturation funtion for large curvature efforts where both reference point and the vehicle slow down significantly.
The above equation takes into account all curvature (thus also direction) changes along the reference path up to the current reference point. If the curvature effort is χ(ρ) = 0 then the vehicle is moving along a path with no curvature change, i.e. a straight or circular path segment, and it may proceed at maximum speed provided other constraints are satisfied. 
VIII. Conclusions
In this paper, multiple object oriented nonlinear model predictive control is used for path tracking. Adaptive nonlinear model predictive control which varies the control prediction step according to the curvature variation is proposed. This adaptive NMPC can follow the reference path more accurately reducing the average and maximum error. Moreover, we propose a new optimization termination metric which adds the rate change of control inputs to the cost monotonicity condition. This metric can remove the control input oscillation. Since the proposed adaptive NMPC can reduce the control prediction step significantly guaranteeing good tracking performance, it could be implemented in a real time control application.
